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Matching Pursuit-Based Sliced Wigner Higher Order
Spectral Analysis for Seismic Signals
Yuqing Wang, Zhenming Peng, Member, IEEE, Xiaoyang Wang, and Yanmin He

Abstract—The Wigner higher order spectra (WHOS) are multidimensional time–frequency distributions defined by extending
the Wigner–Ville distribution (WVD) to higher order spectra domains. As a subset of WHOS, the sliced WHOS (SWHOS) are
used for conveniently representing time–frequency spectra. The
SWHOS provide a better localized time–frequency support compared with WVD, but still suffers from cross term issues. Therefore, we propose a matching pursuit-based sliced Wigner higher
order spectra (MP-SWHOS) algorithm, which can obtain a sparser
high-resolution time–frequency spectrum without cross terms. The
performance of MP-SWHOS is assessed on a simulated model and
real data. The application to seismic spectral decomposition shows
that the proposed algorithm can provide single-frequency slices
with greater precision, important in the analysis of hydrocarbon
reservoirs.
Index Terms—Constant-phase Ricker wavelet, matching pursuit
(MP), seismic signal, sliced Wigner higher order spectra (SWHOS),
spectral decomposition.

I. INTRODUCTION
PECTRAL decomposition, transforming seismic traces
into the time–frequency domain, is a technique useful for
analyzing seismic data to reveal information about hydrocarbon reservoirs. Different time–frequency analysis methods are
able to influence the performance of spectral decomposition.
Some well-known time–frequency analysis methods including
short-time Fourier transform (STFT), S transform, continuouswavelet transform, and Wigner–Ville distribution (WVD) suffer
from various deficiencies. The STFT, for instance, is unable to
simultaneously provide both good time resolution and good frequency resolution. This is due to the window function applied
to the Fourier transform, which is limited by the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle. In addition, as nonlinear time–frequency
analysis, WVD can obtain the energy distribution with high
time–frequency resolution, but perform poorly for multicomponent signals. There are serious cross terms in the analysis of mul-
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ticomponent signals. Recently, efforts have been made to solve
the cross term issue of WVD [1]–[6] and develop new time–
frequency analysis methods for seismic exploration [7]–[12].
The matching pursuit (MP) proposed by Mallat and Zhang
[13] is a flexible and adaptive signal decomposition algorithm.
It decomposes any signal into a linear expansion of atoms that
can best match the signal structures. These atoms belong to a
redundant dictionary that is constructed according to prior information about the signal. Every atom is monocomponent so
that its WVD does not exhibit cross term phenomenon. The sum
total of all WVD results is regarded as the MP time–frequency
spectrum (MP plus WVD is referred as MP-WVD). Therefore,
the MP time–frequency spectrum does not suffer from the cross
term problem and has a high time–frequency resolution. The
MP method has been applied in various research fields [14]–
[16], including seismic signal analysis [17]–[22]. Chakraborty
and Okaya [17] applied MP to seismic spectral decomposition
and achieved good results. Liu et al. [18], [19] introduced the
Ricker wavelet and the Morlet wavelet to construct a dictionary for the MP method and used them for seismic spectral
decomposition. Wang [20] showed a complete MP decomposition method based on complex-trace optimal search to improve
efficiency. Zhao and Song [21] expanded the dictionary to be the
collection of Ricker, Morlet, and mixed phase seismic wavelets.
Lin et al. [22] combined the MP algorithm and time–frequency
peak filtering to apply to random noise attenuation and seismic
signal enhancement.
Higher order spectra are known as the spectral representation
of higher order correlations with significant properties. Efforts
have been made to develop the Wigner higher order spectra
(WHOS) by extending WVD into the higher order spectra domains [23]–[28]. The WHOS are regarded as a general class
of higher order time–frequency representations in the multifrequency space. A higher order WHOS will lead to a large
increase in the computational complexity. For conveniently representing and computing, the sliced WHOS (SWHOS) were proposed by taking one two-dimensional slice in the multifrequency
space. Its most important characteristic is the ability to represent
the higher order correlation in the time–frequency spectrum.
However, SWHOS also have some disadvantages that limit the
application development. Cross term interference arises in the
time–frequency spectrum of SWHOS. In addition, SWHOS
have the computational complexity problem.
In this paper, we propose the matching pursuit-based sliced
Wigner higher order spectra (MP-SWHOS) method. This approach can effectively solve the cross term problem and obtain
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the sparser time–frequency spectrum with higher concentration
than MP-WVD. The computational efficiency of MP-SWHOS
is discussed in detail. The performance of the proposed method
is illustrated by experiments on both simulated and real seismic
data. We also apply the MP-SWHOS into the seismic spectral
decomposition to verify the effectiveness.

A. The Review of Matching Pursuit
Regarding the characteristics of seismic data, the Ricker
wavelet with constant-phase correction is considered to be
the atom for MP decomposition in this paper. A constantphase Ricker wavelet gγ (t) = w(t) · cos(ϕ) − H[w(t)] · sin(ϕ)
2
related to w(t) = (1 − 2(πf (t − u))2 )e−(π f (t−u )) [29] can be
characterized by the parameter set γ = {u, f, ϕ}, where H[·]
denotes Hilbert transform, u is the time delay, f is the dominant
frequency, and ϕ is the phase modulation. Hence, a redundant
constant-phase Ricker wavelet dictionary D can be constructed
by exploiting these three parameters.
The MP algorithm decomposes signal into a linear combination of atoms. After N iterations, a real signal x(t) can be
written as
N
−1


an gγ n (t) + RN {x(t)}

(1)

n =0

where an = |Rn {x(t)}, gγ n (t)| represents the amplitude of
atom gγ n (t) (· denotes the inner product), gγ n (t) is the nth
best match atom with the parameter set γn = {un , fn , ϕn }, and
Rn {x(t)} is the nth residual with R0 {x(t)} = x(t). Moreover,
Rn {x(t)} is the signal to be decomposed in the (n + 1)th iteration.
The nth best match atom gγ n (t) can be calculated by
gγ n (t) = arg max |Rn {x(t)} , gγ (t)|
g γ ∈D

(2)

where D denotes dictionary.
When n reaches at the given value N − 1, the decomposition process is finished and Rn {x(t)} is considered as
noise interference. Then, the reconstructed signal x̂(t) can be
given by
x̂(t) =

N
−1


an gγ n (t)

(3)

n =0

and its corresponding time–frequency spectrum is defined
as [13]
MP − WVD(t, f ) =

N
−1


an 2 Wg γ n (t, f )

The WHOS of order k of signal x(t) is defined as
Wk x (t, f1 , . . . , fk )


k

=
···
rk t (τ1 , τ2 , . . . , τk ) ·
e−j 2π f i τ i dτi
τ1

II. PROPOSED METHOD

x(t) =

B. The Review of Sliced Wigner Higher Order Spectra

(4)

n =0

where Wg γ n (t, f ) stands for the WVD of gγ n (t), that is,



τ
τ  −j 2π f τ
· gγ n t +
·e
dτ
Wg γ n (t, f ) = gγ∗ n t −
2
2
τ
(5)

τk

(6)

i=1

where rk t (τ1 , τ2 , . . . , τk ) represents the kth order local correlation function with expression

∗

rk t (τ1 , τ2 , . . . , τk ) = x
k


k
1 
t−
τm
k + 1 m =1

⎛

k
1
τi −
·
x ⎝t +
k
+
1
k
+
1
i=1

k




⎞
τj ⎠

(7)

j =1,j = i

From (6), it is clear that the kth order WHOS is a
function of k + 1 variables, whose resulting plot is difficult to display. In addition, the computational complexity
of WHOS is O(N k +1 log2 N ) (N represents the total number of signals), demanding for a huge time cost. Therefore, we select a two-dimensional slice of Wigner bispectrum and trispectrum to represent the time–frequency distributions in terms of instantaneous higher order moments of
the signal.
The sliced Wigner bispectrum (SWB) for k = 2 [23]–[26]
SW2x (t, f )
= W2x (t, f1 , f2 )|f 1 =f 2 =f


 
1
1
1
2
=
x∗ t − τ1 − τ2 · x t + τ1 − τ2
3
3
3
3
τ1 τ2

2
1
· x t + τ2 − τ1 · e−j 2π f (τ 1 +τ 2 ) dτ1 dτ2
(8)
3
3
the sliced Wigner trispectrum (SWT) for k = 3
SW3x (t, f )
= W3x (t, f1 , f2 , f3 )|f 1 =f 2 =−f 3 =f

  
1
1
1
∗
=
x t − τ1 − τ2 − τ3
4
4
4
τ1 τ2 τ3


3
1
1
1
1
3
· x t + τ1 − τ2 − τ3 · x t + τ2 − τ1 − τ3
4
4
4
4
4
4

3
1
1
· x t + τ3 − τ1 − τ2 · e−j 2π f (τ 1 +τ 2 −τ 3 ) dτ1 dτ2 dτ3
4
4
4
(9)
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and the sliced symmetric Wigner trispectrum (SWTs) for k = 3
SWs3x (t, f )
∗
= W3x
(t, f1 , f2 , f3 )|f 1 =f 2 =−f 3 =f

  
1
1
1
=
x∗ t − τ1 − τ2 − τ3
4
4
4
τ1 τ2 τ3


3
1
1
1
1
3
· x t + τ1 − τ2 − τ3 · x t + τ2 − τ1 − τ3
4
4
4
4
4
4

1
1
3
· x∗ t + τ3 − τ1 − τ2 · e−j 2π f (τ 1 +τ 2 −τ 3 ) dτ1 dτ2 dτ3
4
4
4

(10)
are particular cases of SWHOS. Due to the symmetry, the discrete calculation of SWTs can be simplified as [25]
SWs3x (n, p)
−1 N
−1
−1 N
 π  N


1
exp j np
x∗ (n − m1 − m2 − m3)
=
N
N
m 1=0 m 2=0 m 3=0

2π
∗
× x(m1)x(m2)x (m3) exp j p(m1 + m2)
N


−1) N −1
 π  2(N


1
=
exp j np
x∗ (n − m − m3)x∗ (m3)
N
N
m =0
m 3=0
 N −1



2π
·
x(m1)x(m − m1) exp j pm
N
m 1=0

=

=

−1)
 π  2(N

1
exp j np
[x(n − m) ∗ x(n − m)]∗
N
N
m =0

2π
· [x(m) ∗ x(m)] exp j pm
N

 π
1
exp j np
N
N

 2(N −1)


m =0

cx∗ (n − m)cx(m) exp j

Algorithm 1: MP-SWHOS.
Inputs: x(t) and N ;
Initialization: n = 0, R0 {x(t)} = x(t);
1: While n ≤ N − 1
2: MP process: calculate atom
gγ n (t) = arg max |Rn {x(t)} , gγ (t)|
g γ ∈D

and corresponding amplitude
an = |Rn {x(t)} , gγ n (t)|;
3: calculate atom’s SW2g γ n (t, f )and SWs3g γ n (t, f );
4: Rn +1 {x(t)} = Rn {x(t)} − an gγ n (t);
5: n = n + 1;
6: End while
7: calculate MP-SWHOS
N
−1
an 2 SW2g γ n (t, f )
MP − SWB(t, f ) =
MP − SWTs(t, f ) =

n =0
N
−1
n =0

an 2 SWs3g γ n (t, f )

Outputs: MP − SWB(t, f ) and MP − SWTs(t, f ).
multicomponent signal. For example, consider a signal x(t)
made up of two monocomponent signals x1 (t) and x2 (t), that
is, x(t) = x1 (t) + x2 (t). The corresponding SWB is given by
SW2x (t, f ) = SW2x 1 (t, f ) + SW2x 2 (t, f )
+ 3SWx 1 x 1 x 2 (t, f ) + 3SWx 1 x 2 x 2 (t, f ) (12)
where 3SWx 1 x 1 x 2 (t, f ) and 3SWx 1 x 2 x 2 (t, f ) are cross terms.
These cross terms will lead to false components, undermining
the effectiveness of time–frequency spectrum. Similarly, SWTs
suffers from cross term issue.
C. Matching Pursuit-Based Sliced Wigner Higher
Order Spectra

2π
pm
N



In this paper, we combine MP and SWHOS to propose MPSWHOS, which can avoid cross term interference. According
to (4), the MP-SWHOS of signal x(t) can be typically given by
MP-SWB and MP-SWTs (k = 2, 3)

(11)
where n and p stand for time and frequency
N is the to samples,
−1
tal number of signals, and cx = x ∗ x = N
m =0 x(m)x(n − m)
(∗ represents convolution). Compared with SWT, the SWTs has
a computational complexity similar to WVD, improving the
efficiency of computing. In this paper, we consider the SWB
and SWTs as the main representations of SWHOS in practical
applications.
As seen from these equations, SWTs in common with WVD
is a real valued function, while SWB is a complex function
with phase information. SWB and SWTs are two-dimensional
time–frequency diagrams, similar to WVD, but based on the
multilinear definition of higher order time–frequency representations. Using the property of instantaneous higher order moments, SWB and SWTs are able to retain the more relevant
information of signal that represents higher concentration in
the time–frequency distributions. However, there are serious
cross terms in the SWB and SWTs time–frequency spectrum of

MP − SWB(t, f ) =

N
−1


an 2 SW2g γ n (t, f )

(13)

an 2 SWs3g γ n (t, f ).

(14)

n =0

MP − SWTs(t, f ) =

N
−1

n =0

In (13) and (14), the SWHOS of residual RN {x(t)}, considered as noise interference, are ignored. The MP-SWHOS
are able to characterize the MP time–frequency spectrum as
MP-WVD, but with different preference information. The energy distribution of signal is given by MP-WVD, while MPSWHOS express higher order correlation representation varying with time and frequency. In addition, a higher order local
correlation for monocomponent will lead to a sparser representation in time–frequency spectrum. Considering the advantages of
MP and SWHOS, MP-SWB and MP-SWTs are able to obtain
the sparser and higher concentrated time–frequency distributions without cross terms. Algorithm 1 gives the summary of
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Fig. 1. An overview of MP-SWHOS. For a multicomponent signal, first use
MP algorithm, decompose it into several atoms, then calculate
 the SWHOS
of every atom, and finally sum over these SWHOS results (
represents a
summation process).

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF WAVELETS R1–R5
Wavelets
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5

u

f

ϕ

Amplitude

0.2
0.4
0.6
0.79
0.81

20
45
35
55
55

0
π /4
π /2
0
0

0.5
0.8
0.7
1
−1

MP-SWHOS algorithm, and an overview of MP-SWHOS is
outlined in Fig. 1.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
All experiments in this paper are based on MATLAB with the
higher-order spectral analysis toolbox. For better comparison,
the maximum value of the time–frequency spectrum has been
normalized.
A. Simulated Model
In the first experiment, we consider a simulated model without noise as shown in Fig. 2(a). The simulated model has a total
of 500 points and is composed of five constant-phase Ricker
wavelets R1–R5 with the parameters given in Table I. It may
be noted that wavelets R4 and R5 have partial overlap. In addition, Fig. 2(b)–(d) shows the five atoms of MP decomposition
results after five iterations, the reconstructed signal and residual. As seen from these figures, several atoms which closely
fit the structures of simulated model are obtained by the MP
algorithm, and the residual after five iterations [Fig. 2(d)] is
so small that it can be neglected. The comparison of different
time–frequency distributions is represented by Fig. 2(e)–(j).

Fig. 2. Simulated model and its time–frequency distributions. (a) Simulated model; (b) MP decomposition results after five iterations; (c) reconstructed signal; (d) residual; (e) WVD; (f) SWB; (g) SWTs; (h) MP-WVD;
(i) MP-SWB; (j) MP-SWTs.

There are serious cross term phenomena in the time–frequency
distributions of WVD, SWB, and SWTs [Fig. 2(e)–(g)]. In particular in the red ellipses, the wavelets R4 and R5 interfere.
However, MP-WVD, MP-SWB, and MP-SWTs [Fig. 2(h)–(j)]
effectively eliminate cross terms. The wavelets R4 and R5 can
be clearly distinguished from each other in these distributions.
A criterion for the distribution-concentration is defined
as [30]
∞ ∞
|P (t, f )|4 dtdf
(15)
M =  −∞ −∞
2
∞
∞
2
|P
(t,
f
)|
dtdf
−∞ −∞
where P (t, f ) represents time–frequency distribution. This
quantitative evaluation is similar to equivalent measures of kurtosis, peakedness, or sharpness. The distribution that has a larger
M is better concentrated. Moreover, the norm L0 represents the
number of nonzero elements; thus, L0 /K can be used to evaluate the sparsity of the entire distribution where K stands for
the total number of matrix elements. A smaller L0 /K implies a
sparser result. These two criteria are calculated to compare the
performance of distributions. Table II lists the M , L0 , L0 /K
values and average time cost over 100 runs (second) of the
distributions in Fig. 2(e)–(j). Due to cross terms, the WVD,
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TABLE II
M , L 0 , L 0 /K VALUES AND AVERAGE TIME COST (OVER 100 RUNS)
OF FIG. 2(E)–(J) DISTRIBUTIONS
Distributions
WVD
SWB
SWTs
MP-WVD
MP-SWB
MP-SWTs

M

L0

L 0 /K

Time cost (s)

0.1333
0.1383
0.1646
0.1427
0.1553
0.1752

34 725
51 069
49 392
10 526
7767
5317

0.1389
0.2043
0.1976
0.0421
0.0311
0.0213

0.0185
2.0543
0.0814
0.0966
10.1310
0.4364

TABLE III
M , L 0 , L 0 /K VALUES AND AVERAGE TIME COST (OVER 100 RUNS)
OF FIG. 3(E)– (J) DISTRIBUTIONS
Distributions
WVD
SWB
SWTs
MP-WVD
MP-SWB
MP-SWTs

M

L0

L 0 /K

Time cost (s)

0.1027
0.1095
0.1350
0.1536
0.1709
0.1887

238 621
246 423
242 262
9825
6775
4518

0.9545
0.9857
0.9690
0.0393
0.0271
0.0181

0.0200
2.1741
0.0835
0.1106
10.1027
0.4575

SWB, and SWTs have smaller M and larger L0 , L0 /K values than the corresponding MP-based distribution. This implies that the MP-based algorithms improve the performance of
concentration and sparsity. It is evident that the MP-SWB and
MP-SWTs have better time–frequency concentration and higher
sparsity compared to MP-WVD. In addition, MP-SWB and MPSWTs have more time cost than MP-WVD, but MP-SWTs is
faster than MP-SWB.
The second experiment with our method is carried out on the
simulated model with additive white Gaussian noise, giving a
signal-to-noise ratio of 5 dB. The noisy model and its MP decomposition results after five iterations are shown in Fig. 3(a)
and (b), displaying the corresponding reconstructed signal and
residual in Fig. 3(c) and (d). As seen from these figures, five
atoms are well separated from the noisy model, and noise is
retained as residual [Fig. 3(d)]. Fig. 3(e)– (j) shows the time–
frequency distributions of noisy model. It is obvious that WVD,
SWB, and SWTs suffer from cross term issues and noise interference [Fig. 3(e)–(g)]. In contrast, these matters are removed in
the time–frequency distributions of MP-WVD, MP-SWB, and
MP-SWT [Fig. 3(h)–(j)]. A comparison of the distribution performance of these methods is displayed in Table III. From these
data, it is obvious that the WVD, SWB, and SWTs are easily
influenced by noise, resulting in large deviations from no-noise
results (Table II). However, these deviations do not appear in
the results of MP-WVD, MP-SWB, and MP-SWTs. They still
work well for noisy signal. Furthermore, the time–frequency
concentrations and sparsity of MP-SWB and MP-SWTs are superior to that of MP-WVD. For synthetic models, its quality of
reconstruction can be evaluated by
Q = 10log10

x(t) − x̂(t)
x̂(t) 22

2
2

(16)

Fig. 3. Noisy model and its time–frequency distributions. (a) Noisy model;
(b) MP decomposition results after five iterations; (c) reconstructed signal;
(d) residual; (e) WVD; (f) SWB; (g) SWTs; (h) MP-WVD; (i) MP-SWB;
(j) MP-SWTs.

where x(t) is the true signal and x̂(t) is the reconstructed signal. The quantitative evaluation Q value varies with iteration
N , which is plotted in Fig. 4(a). Due to the effect of noise interference, the noisy result is always larger than the no-noise
result. With the iteration number increasing, the Q value becomes smaller and the reconstructed signal is getting closer to
the true signal. And Q can reach a relatively small value at
five iterations. In addition, we also give the computational time
curve of MP-WVD, MP-SWB, and MP-SWTs with respect to
iteration N in Fig. 4(b). Under the same iteration number N ,
the computational time of MP-SWB is two orders of magnitude
larger than that of MP-WVD. In contrast, MP-SWTs demands
a time cost closer to MP-WVD. The robustness of MP-SWB
and MP-SWTs is verified by the noisy model testing. These
simulation tests indicate that the MP-SWHOS can improve the
time–frequency concentration and sparsity of MP-WVD, and
perform well even in a noisy situation.
B. Real Seismic Data
A real seismic signal given in Fig. 5(a) is used to test the
performance of MP-SWHOS algorithm. The different time–
frequency distributions of the real seismic signal are clearly
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Fig. 4. Performance evaluation (a) Q value evaluation curve with iteration
N ; (b) computational time curve with iteration N by means of MP-WVD,
MP-SWB, and MP-SWTs.

Fig. 5. A real seismic signal and its time–frequency distributions. (a) A real
seismic signal; (b) WVD; (c) SWB; (d) SWTs; (e) MP-WVD with 20 iterations;
(f) MP-SWB with 20 iterations; (g) MP-SWTs with 20 iterations.

TABLE IV
M , L 0 , L 0 /K VALUES AND AVERAGE TIME COST (OVER 100 RUNS) OF
FIG. 5(B)– (G) DISTRIBUTIONS
Distributions
WVD
SWB
SWTs
MP-WVD
MP-SWB
MP-SWTs

M

L0

L 0 /K

Time cost (s)

0.1422
0.1519
0.1820
0.1540
0.1960
0.2313

23 415
18 407
8222
20 557
10 474
5488

0.0893
0.0702
0.0314
0.0784
0.0400
0.0209

0.0047
0.2042
0.0174
0.0850
4.1870
0.2795

Fig. 6.

visible in Fig. 5(b)–(g) with a performance summarized in Table IV. The signal has two obvious components at around 2420
ms and 2560 ms [red circles in Fig. 5(a)]. For Fig. 5(b)– (d),
it is difficult to distinguish the main components of the real
seismic signal. The WVD, SWB, and SWTs perform poorly for
seismic signal due to the cross term disturbance. This limitation
is solved by MP-WVD, MP-SWB, and MP-SWTs. As shown
in Fig. 5(e)– (g), these distributions well characterize the two
components of the real seismic signal without cross terms. It

A partial seismic profile from the Lixian Slope of Bohai Bay Basin.

is obvious that the MP-SWB and MP-SWTs are better concentrated and sparser than MP-WVD. The MP-SWHOS with
a higher order can produce a better localized time–frequency
distribution.
Now we apply the MP-SWHOS method to a real seismic
data example with target carbonate oil reservoirs. As shown in
Fig. 6, a seismic section is derived from the Lixian Slope of
Bohai Bay Basin with two wells denoted ×11 and ×12 (green
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Fig. 7. Spectral decomposition results. (a) 15 Hz slices, (b) 25 Hz slices, and (c) 35 Hz slices. (A) results of MP-WVD, (B) results of MP-SWB, and (C) results
of MP-SWTs.

lines). Logging data indicate that there are three oil reservoirs
located at 2350 ms, 2380 ms, and 2450 ms, respectively. We
delineate a dashed rectangle area, where the window time is
2250–2648 ms and the common depth point range is 2500–
2700. This region contains 201 seismic traces with the sampling
interval of 2 ms. The spectral decomposition results of dashed
rectangle area can be used to interpret seismic data in the singlefrequency domain. Fig. 7 shows the 30 Hz, 40 Hz, and 50 Hz
single-frequency slices extracted by MP-WVD, MP-SWB, and
MP-SWTs. These maps indicate the changes of three significant
energy groups at S1, S2, and S3, which are consistent with the
actual reservoir location. The energy appearing at S1 and S2
becomes stronger in the higher frequency slices, while there is
an obvious energy attenuation at S3. However, these changes are
more easily observed in the results of MP-SWB and MP-SWTs
[Fig. 7(B) and (C)] due to the effect of resolution.
Through comparison in these figures, the spectral decomposition results of MP-SWB and MP-SWTs are better localized than
those of MP-WVD, and have clear energy attenuation in accord
with the actual reservoir information. Compared with MP-SWB,
MP-SWTs does not increase the computational cost while
improving the resolution. The spectral decomposition results of
MP-SWHOS are clearly suitable for seismic analysis, enhancing the interpretation of potential hydrocarbon reservoirs. The
real seismic data application demonstrates that MP-SWHOS
are effective for seismic spectral decomposition, and can
improve the time–frequency concentration and sparsity of
MP-WVD.

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a new time–frequency method
termed the MP-SWHOS by using the SWHOS instead of WVD
to obtain the MP time–frequency spectrum. This approach is
based on the theory of MP-WVD and SWHOS. By using the
MP algorithm, the cross term issue of SWHOS can be removed.
Rather than calculating a WVD, we are able to improve spectral
resolution by adopting SWHOS.
Both simulated and real seismic data were tested to demonstrate that MP-SWHOS possess superior energy resolution and
sparsity in comparison with MP-WVD. Using MP-SWHOS, we
can obtain the high-precision spectral decomposition results of
seismic signal. Furthermore, MP-SWTs can provide a better
concentrated and sparser distribution with higher computational efficiency than MP-SWB. In the field data processing,
MP-SWTs is a better choice for spectral decomposition among
MP-SWHOS.
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